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Healthy Vitamins found in Supermarket
Food Shock!
Special report by our House of Conmen Health Spokesman:
Sir Pharma-Backhander.

Fully independent tests, financed by the pharmaceutical industry, have revealed alarming
amounts of healthy vitamins in supermarket food!
Supermarket spokesman allegedly said, “Every effort is made to remove any goodness from
our food. Vegetables are irradiated, farm animals are fed a cocktail of toxins and meat is
pumped full of chemicals and “E” numbers to ensure the consumer is able to avoid anything
healthy.
Miss Veronica Slag, single parent of ten children said, “I'm obese and looking forward to
getting an electric wheelchair with a huge basket on the front where I can put a jumbo bag of
crisps to enable me to continue eating whilst shopping. I'm very worried, this shock news
means I could accidentally get healthy!”
Pharmaceutical shares plummeted today with the announcement of this shock news. A fully
independent watchdog, financed by the pharmaceutical industry, will be looking at ways of
lobbying governments to ensure proper facilities are in place to ensure healthy vitamins don't
enter the food chain.
A government spokesman allegedly said, “We work closely with the pharmaceutical industry in
order to comply with the little known United Nations Agenda 21 depopulation agenda. We
quietly introduced codex alimentarius to ensure the vitamin content in supplements and food is
almost nil. It should be remembered, an unhealthy population means healthy pharmaceutical
profits! Privatising the health service achieves even bigger profits as we drain the sick and
elderly of their life savings. Oops I shouldn't have said that!”
Disclaimer:
Fockham Hall Times is against all form of totalitarianism. We believe in revealing the truth,
regardless of how ugly or inconvenient the truth may be. Please see page 8 for further details.
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Actors Regional Staged Events.
Trying to implement a Marxist One World Communist State ain’t easy.
False outrages to manipulate public opinion can often go wrong.
It's therefore essential to leave it to professionals.
A.R.S.E uses the latest CIA MK Ultra mind altering techniques to
programme people to carry out inhuman acts of violence. You name it,
A.R.S.E programmed people can carry it out!
Simply tell us what outrage you want and we do the rest! With A.R.S.E
we create the outrage to manipulate public opinion. You can then invade
a country and implement a police state with ease!
You can even start rounding up innocent suspects the very next day!

If you are a President or Prime Minister
why not consolidate all your Bullshit into one
easily manageable whopping great lie
organised by A.R.S.E!
No job too small
U.K Government elites in the House of Conmen bar were
overheard saying they preferred A.R.S.E!
Don't take chances, use A.R.S.E.
9/11 – Although well planned, a tidal wave of people
now realize the way the buildings collapsed defied the
laws of physics.
The government now has to rely upon dimwits, people
that believe the establishment without question and the
uneducated that consider themselves educated to
continue the lie. A.R.S.E would have done better.
7/7 – A very shoddy job.
Amateur false photos, show
railing going through hand of
accused. It would have been
impossible for all the accused
to have been in the locations
they were supposed to have
been. The list of errors goes
on.
Woolwich outrage. Very amateurish it simply wasn't
convincing! The MK Ultra stooges were amongst
members of the public as if it were a film set! For your
next false outrage it's best you rely on A.R.S.E!
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Winner of
the Stalin
award for
Political
Correctness
and Police
State
Excellence.
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Psycho Art
For the mentally deranged.
We are looking for the worst
Spot the Psycho Art!
examples of Psycho Art!

“Eyesore of the North!”

“Sculptor should have gone
to Specsavers!”

An integral part of subversion is so called
“Art” that's designed to demoralize,
depress and make people feel
uncomfortable. We believe it should be
laughed at, given amusing names and
how, one day, these eyesores will
artistically be demolished!

“Zombie on the Shore”

“Lesbians “R” Us!”

For further Details Please see: www.fockhamhallradio.com

Charity Record Appeal
Please help us cure third rate singers that suffer acute
over-acting when in front of a microphone.
Some pull facial contortions, others shove their finger
in their ear. Together we can cure acute over-acting.
Buy their latest charity record:

Don't They Know It's Rip Off Time Again!

Sold on behalf of Bullshit Aid!
The charities founder:
Sir Gob Smells-Off allegedly says: Dis problem could
become an epidemic; bullshit may be contagious!
Send your F***ing money now!

Any organisation or person(s) of a similar name, alive or dead, are purely coincidental.
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Lonely Farts
Hearts

Gentlemen, you too can
dress like Michelle/Michael
Obummer, Obumboy,
Obama!

Female, 25, Bankwell, Essex.
Shapely shy female. Silicone implants, Botox lips
that look like a baboons arse and make-up by
Polyfiller. Loves wearing dresses that just about
cover any embarrassment. Seeks geriatric
millionaire with heart condition. My hobbies
include: giving Will writing advice, Bank Balance
collecting and creeping up behind people and
making sudden loud noises.
Apply to Box No. £10000000000

Americas' First Lady whose
allegedly probably a man!

Male, 69, Funnyfarm, Devon.
Sad lonely widower. First wife died due to eating
poisoned mushrooms. Second wife died due to
eating poisoned mushrooms. Third wife died
because she wouldn't eat the poisoned
mushrooms.
Apply Box No. 666
Male, 53, Shagham, Kent.
Keen Amateur Gynaecologist seeks female that
bangs like a sh*t house door in a gale!
Replies to Box No. 69
Female, 55, Doggingbank, Lincs.
Due to watching too much mainstream
propaganda on TV I have recently undergone a
personality and sense of humour bypass. Would
like to find someone I can shout at and get angry
with, just like in the TV soaps!
Apply Box No. Braindead 00000000

The ghooly dress. The dress
that shows male assets
whilst being feminine

Male, 45, Sexon, Essex.
Have recently completed a government sex
awareness course. I passed most of it but failed
the oral.
Apply Box No. 69,69,69,69,69
Female, 48, Rumpypumpy, Hants.
Single mum of 12 kids. Seeking multicultural male
lesbian with road safety eyes – they look both
ways before crossing!
Apply Box No. 999
AC/DC, 45, Weirdland, Northumbria.
Was very attractive but have enhanced my looks
for the new fashion of looking repulsive. My
clothing looks like charity shop rejects and I have
the appearance of a greasy chip shop. Seeking
anyone that's desperate!
Apply Box No. L00ny
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The rent boy look!

The Obama collection,
fashions for cross
dressers everywhere.
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Prodwells

Book Advertisement.

Commonist-Perp-Arse
Rituals.
Rituals
From the back, a
Commonist-Perp-Arse
Graduate incorrectly
thinks the Queen is a high
court judge in drag! Her
Royal Highness
accidentally receives an
arse ritual! Don't make
that mistake! Read
Prodwells.
Have you noticed weird things going on at local level? Whilst everything is being
deliberately run down and destroyed local council glossy magazines promote an
agenda that gives the impression everything is fine and improving. Local
newspapers that have been taken over by multinationals often promote the same
false agenda.
Every well run Communist State has a political organisation at local level
operating secretly so the general public are unaware of its existence. Marxist UK
is no different.
If you are
angry with
what is
happening,
check the
facts and tell
others!

Local authorities, the judiciary through to the police allegedly have political
agenda agents in strategic positions. They are an integral part of the ongoing
subversion. Their job is disinformation, to report all is fine and improving when in
reality the entire fabric of society is being ripped apart and re-engineered into the
Marxist doctrine.
National media is deliberately demoralizing and depressing whilst local media is
artificially upbeat. It's done deliberately to create false assumptions, confusion
and divide opinion. It also acts as a distraction to what is actually happening.
Ezra Pound once said: “Create two lies then get people to argue which lie is the
truth!”

What our readers say:
Mr R.H of Buckinghamshire: I was arrested on sex charges. Thanks to reading Prodwells Commonist
Perp Arse Rituals I managed to get a very lenient sentence in an open prison, it's like a hotel!
Mr Harold Duckfoot: I wouldn't be without Prodwells Commonist Perp Arse Rituals, its kept me out of jail
for almost sixty years!
M.P Cire Chutney: Everyone in high office in The Public Service Sector may soon have to be a member of
Commonist Perp-Arse! Reading Prodwells is a must!
M.P Retep Manhandelingyourson: After a hard day working out ways of destroying Britain he allegedly
likes going home with a fag (cigarette). Afterwards we believe he reads Prodwells.
Any organisation or person(s) of a similar name, alive or dead, are purely coincidental.
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Police swoop on
unemployed scavenging
around dustbins for food.

By our Subversion Expert
Professor Bribegrabber

As part of the crackdown, many unemployed and disabled
are being caught raking through dustbins for food.
A Government spokesman allegedly said, “The
unemployed are there to be punished for not having a job.
Instead of raking around dustbins for scraps of food they
should be out looking for work!

False image of
unemployed that the
controlled madia
media wants the
masses to believe.

We have introduced Bedroom Tax in order to help the
disabled find work by making them homeless. Without a
home they are more readily available for work; they can
move to a park bench that's closer to where the jobs are.
The government is coming up with many more work incentive schemes. The
unemployed will soon be given the opportunity to be whipped and tortured in return
for food.”

Senior government minister MP Nai Dimwit-Git allegedly didn’t say, “Torture never
hurt anyone. My experiences with Miss Whiplash were extremely pleasurable. Live
coverage exclusively broadcast into the House of Conmen of the unemployed and
disabled getting whipped and tortured will give me and fellow government ministers
much needed relief and a lot of pleasure.”
100 new jobs have just been created. The work doesn't pay anything but gives
unemployed people valuable work experience. They will be put to work licking dog
sh*t off the road. Those refusing to do the work will have their benefits stopped.
Street cleaning contractors “Shitco” said: “Licking Dog Sh*t off the road is eco
friendly, nutritious and saves us money as we don't have to provide brooms. The
lazy English don't want the work. We have been forced to hire Eastern European
slave workers. They are so poor they are only too keen to start licking up the sh*t!
Government spokesman allegedly said: It's important to alienate sections of
society, such as the unemployed, to enable government to divide and rule whilst
preaching the opposite. Oops I shouldn't have said that!
An integral part of subversion is to alienate sections of society, such as the unemployed. It's
part of the ongoing divide and rule agenda and rule by fear due to the constant threat of
unemployment. High unemployment is due, in part, to the fraudulent finance system whereby a
country continuously pays back an increasing illegal debt that doesn't exist!
Alienating the unemployed is done for three reasons. Firstly to ensure a healthy influx of
cannon fodder into the armed services. Secondly to ensure the disabled are in a constant state
of worry so they eventually take their own lives. Thirdly to create civil unrest to enable the
government to introduce police state legislation as an excuse to protect the masses.
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Competition Page
Fun for the entire diverse, multicultural drug
addicted single parent family on benefits!

Censorship can be fun!
Sir Keith
Joseph MP

Sir Cyril
Smith MP

Why not put a true news report from
Palestinian Reporter Noor Harazeen on your
Facebook page and see how quickly it gets
removed!!!
The records so far:
Minimum: One day!
Maximum: Three weeks!
Can you beat those records?

Sir Rhodes
Boyson MP

Sooty

Spot the odd one out! What one
wasn't allegedly a paedophile?

Why not find lawful creative ways of getting
around the censorship in order to reveal the truth
about what is really happening!

Phone Tap Fun – how many clicks does your
phone line make?
Do you ever hear strange clicks on the line whilst having
a telephone conversation? Secret Service computers
automatically record when certain words are used, that
are not necessarily to do with the elite's current phoney
terrorism.
A tidal wave of people are waking up to the fact the ruling
elite are robbing us. That's the real reason for them
wanting to know what we are talking and thinking about!
They are terrified by the increasing number of people that can see through their scams and know
about their criminality. The elite are panicking hence reason they are hyping up phony terrorism.
Everyone’s' phone is tapped, regardless who you are. Why not have a laugh by trying to snarl
up their system? When phoning friends and family simply go though a list of words that
will deliberately set their recording system off! Talking about the banking scam usually sets
the clicks off!
It's great fun and you can compete with other people to see how many clicks and strange noises
you get whilst making a phone call!

It's Nudge time! Spot the Nudge Competition!
“Nudge” is an integral part of ideological subversion. It's very simple but sadly few people can see
it! That's how successful it is as its designed to work on the subconscious. Once you know what to
look for, it's easy and sticks out like a sore thumb! It's also fun to find! This is how it works:
Wording is changed to make it look as if everyone is thinking in a certain way and you are the odd
one out for not thinking as the majority do! Literature from the tax offices through to local councils
and controlled media now use the “Nudge” technique. CAN YOU SPOT IT! If so, why not highlight
it with a red pencil and compete with your friends to find who can discover the most!
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Are you fed up with cultural Marxism?

Start your own country!
Declare independence from Subversion, now going worldwide!
Since our article within the previous issue we would like to thank everyone
that has started their own country. Space prevents us from printing everyone's
country in this issue so please see: www.fockhamhallradio.com for further
details.
Advertisement

Sexsavers
Bespoke exclusive agency for kinky politicians that want
to keep their promiscuous sex lives out of the press!

This weeks bog off
two for one special
offer!
Chancellor of the
Sexchequer Exchequer
allegedly with
Miss Whiplash!
He should have gone
to Sexsavers!

He's not only a
Government
minister but a very
naughty boy!

Rent Boy + Shag a
sheep both for the
price of one!
Discretion assured. Egg
whisk, flying helmet and
celery supplied free for
those wanting the services
of Miss Slut!

Bill Clinton and Monica
Lewinsky. He should have
gone to Sexsavers and
Monica should have bought
better washing powder!

Disclaimer:
The Fockham Hall Times is against all forms of totalitarianism. We believe in freedom of the individual, regardless
of race. Britain currently has a false democracy in which governments are puppets to the minority of banking
families such as the Rothschild’s. The entire economic system is a huge usury fraud that's designed to financially
enslave the masses whilst making the elite 1% even richer.
What we are witnessing today is the ongoing deliberate destruction of Anglo-Saxon culture and race. Mass
immigration is an integral part of the plan in order to create social tension. The tension is then used as an excuse,
by governments, to bring about a police state whereby enabling those in control to carry out mass genocide with
relative ease.
Both the indigenous population and immigrants are victims of this cruel policy. Sadly, social engineering has
dumbed the populous down to a point where most people are unable to see what is really happening. Similar
happened in the former Soviet Union where under Stalin's dictatorship around 60 million people were murdered.
Britain continues to be systematically destroyed from within. From the 1930's onwards the former Soviet Union
infiltrated British universities. Communism simply mutated when the Berlin wall came down and hasn't gone away!
What we see today in government is the result of several decades of communist infiltration into universities. An
integral part of subversion is to demoralize the indigenous population. It is blatantly obvious, but again only a
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minority can see it.

Psychopath Appeal
Please give generously.
Its not easy committing Treason.
Just in case the masses wake up to the financial fraud that
enslaves them, government elites have always had a bolt hole,
no doubt supplied by the Rothschild Banking Mafia!
When Queen Victoria thought she was going to be overthrown
she fled to her bolt hole in The Isle of Wight.
Churchill and the Royals' bolt holes during World War Two were in
Canada.
Today, the world is a much smaller place. Escaping justice is a lot
harder. Nowadays its assumed the Royals, Prime Monsters and
the Rothschild banking Mafia would flee to South America.

The Queen has a very
unpleasant laundry problem
after politely being told people
are waking up! She could be
arrested and face justice!

The elite have always relied upon mass ignorance to survive. The
populous are now waking up to the elite's ongoing financial fraud,
planned population reduction and communist one world
Allegedly the Queen is really a
government, brought about by their phony terrorism.
very ordinary everyday Satanist
As more people wake up, the noose tightens around the elite and and human sacrifice enthusiast.
they now have fewer escape routes and places to hide!
Children going missing from
orphanages wherever she goes
Toerag Tony's sad story.
could be a coincidence?
Allegedly Tony is your everyday friendly war
Especially the many orphaned
criminal. He allegedly worked tirelessly for the
indigenous Indian Children when
Rothschild Banking Mafia, making them even
she visited Canada in 1969.
richer with his revenue raising laws. He allegedly
was rewarded handsomely for this and is now a
multimillionaire.
Toerag Tony's original bolt-hole, in Israel, is no
longer the secure hiding place it once was. It's a
constant worry for him.

Comrade Cameron's
sad story.

Poor David sh*ts
himself upon hearing
the news that people
are keen for him to
face justice under the
1848 Treason and
Sedition Act.

Allegedly he is a loyal and
dedicated Marxist but probably
doesn't know it. The West's
Universities have been subject
to subversion since the 1930's!
David praised Saul Alynsky, a
deranged Marxist who
dedicated his book, “Rules for
Radicals,” to Satan. David
allegedly works tirelessly to
subvert Britain. Poor David is
very concerned for his future.
He could face the rest of his life
behind bars. Its not all bad news
though as he will probably enjoy
picking up the soap in the
communal shower with his new
found convict friends!

She is allegedly involved with
the banking Mafia. She also
broke her coronation oaths and
committed treason by signing
the UK over to the Soviet EU.
Mad Lizzy now realizes she
could face life behind bars! It's a
constant worry for her. In jail,
who would put toothpaste on her
toothbrush for her?

Nasty Nick's sad story.
Nasty Nick discovers farts
can sometimes turn out
lumpy, especially when
realising he could be
charged with Treason.
Allegedly Nasty Nick has worked tirelessly to
find ways of financially enslaving the masses
so as to make more money for the
Rothschild Banking Mafia. Nick now fears he
may not be able to avoid facing justice.

Psychopaths need your help.

Please donate today, in cash in a brown envelope no questions asked.

Your Choc-Ices may have been Radicalised?
An Alarming Report by our Terrorist Expert:
I. Snoop.

Police are taking the Terrorist threat very seriously. Throughout Britain
homes are being raided without search warrants and people are being
imprisoned without charge. As in any well run Communist state this
sends a clear message to anyone that questions the political agenda.
People are being asked to snoop on their neighbours. We should all be
vigilant. We should all be suspicious of each other, even your neighbour's
pet gerbil could be a terrorist!
Getting terrorist suspects into Britain's privatised jails is top priority. When safely behind
bars terrorists can work hard producing goods for industry for a fraction of the price of
employing someone! This represents massive profits for private jails and government
shareholders alike. Trumped up charges can keep prisoners on private prison production
lines for years!
Pensioners Mr and Mrs Smith were recently arrested and charged with terrorism. A
vigilant neighbour tipped the police off after seeing the couple taking ISIS or ICES into
their house.
Following a thorough search of the Smith’s home, police found two Cornish Mivvis and a
chocolate Magnum bar! Proof they are harbouring ISIS or ICES. Forensics are
investigating if the ICES have been radicalised.
Police also found a pork chop and bacon sandwich. Overwhelming evidence the couple
are anti-Semitic.
The couples' Terrorist Yorkshire Terrier jumped up and bit PC Nicker on the bum. When
dealing with terrorist dogs the police take no chances. The fully armed terrorist squad
moved in and using full riot gear, pepper spray, anti personnel grenades, machine guns,
and multi barrelled rocket launchers they levelled Mr and Mrs Smith's house.
The local council then fined Mr & Mrs Smith £15000 for having their house demolished
without first getting planning permission. The council ignored their appeal. There isn't
enough money in the couples' bank account so they will pay the council back by working
in a privatised prison work camp.
Mr Smith, aged 85, is currently being held in a Police cell charged with farting without due
care and attention. New E.U pollution laws state the polluter must pay. Mr Smith will be
fined £100
Meanwhile Mrs Smith has been sent for psychiatric
analysis and politically correct re-education as she asked
about her “husband.” That remark is homophobic, she
should have said partner. She will be charged and fined
later for making that remark.
As you can see, the government is working hard to protect
us from the ever present threat of terrorism.
Remember to stay vigilant and keep snooping
on your neighbours.
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Banking Mafia's Approved
UK's Main Political Parties:
Dictatorship Lite also known as U.K.I.P: Marxism without
the nasty bitterness of political correctness!
Totalitarianism Natural also known as Green Party:
Marxism with full on medieval technology and feudal
system. Ideal for those wanting to share their home with
farm animals and preferring to live like a medieval peasant!

Nigel
Fartarse
Farage of
U.K.I.P after
discovering
someone
put a treble
dose of
Viagra in
his curry!

Police State Full also known as Conservative Party. Full
on subversion but with a smooth easily palatable drift
towards Marxist Police State.
Communism Classic also known as New Labour:
Traditional Marxism with the full on experience of the Fabian
agenda.
Financial Slavery New Blend also known as the Liberal
Party: Old Communism blended with current
Communitarianism to give a new Marxist experience.

Them

us

All mainstream
puppet political
parties are
secretly
committed to
United Nations
Agenda 21
depopulation
agenda. They
are also an
integral part of
the AngloSaxon cultural
genocide plan.

Communitarian Extra Alleged Russell Brand Special. New
designer Communism and New Age mix. Enables the
individual to have a spiritual experience whilst en route to
the private prison slave labour camp.
I Can't Believe It's Not A Dictatorship also known as BNP.
Looks like and feels like Nazism but is in fact a subtle blend
of Marxism and racial purity. Enabling the individual to be
rounded up and sent to the work camp if the state doesn’t
like them or their great great great great great grandfather
was born in Outer Mongolia!

All Puppet Political Parties
100% guaranteed not to
mention anything about Debt
Free Currency!

All puppet political
parties working for and
on behalf of the Banking
Usury Fraud!

Debt Free Currency
So simple, even a career Politician could
understand it!
Alleged war criminal Toe-rag Tony
How the current undemocratic
introduced revenue raising laws to
fraudulent financial system works.
make his banking masters even richer!
Unelected private banks generate money from
nothing and charge countries massive crippling interest
from that nothing. Citizens of the countries are then
enslaved by taxes that continue to rise to pay an ever
increasing debt that can never be paid off. People pay
more to get less. Eventually the infrastructure of a
country is wrecked by cutbacks. It is then privatised and
asset stripped by multinationals that are owned by the
banking Mafia. Small business is then systematically
destroyed. It is in the banking Mafia's interests for the
country to be a Marxist dictatorship, in a constant state
of war and heavily in debt.
Quantitative easing enables countries to print money
that's also based upon nothing but increases the debt
to the banks who loaned the money that's based upon
nothing in the first place!
It is possibly the greatest fraud known to humanity
and relies upon ignorance of the masses to survive.
Senior politicians are fully aware of it but the usury
fraud continues as banks make sure those in power
answer to them. The average politician is generally
totally ignorant of the usury scam or if they know about
it they keep their mouths shut. A fully controlled media
is also compliant So called media economic “Experts”
toe the line as they realize they would never get
employment if they revealed the truth. The economic
fraud is so embedded in society its almost on a par to
a religious cult in which its worshippers obey without
question and arrogantly defend it!

How democratic Debt Free
Currency Works.
Countries, not unelected banks, print their own debt
free currency based upon the efficacy and stability of
the country. Government is responsible for the honest
issuing of currency that is NOT based upon debt. It's
that simple!
As it has no debts; finance then becomes our slave,
not our master as it currently is. Recession and
financial crisis would then be confined to the history
books. Usury would be banned. Banks would only be
allowed to charge a set administration fee.
Current taxes of which the majority are illegal would
be scrapped. Only a simple purchase tax would be
necessary that nobody could avoid. The process is
totally democratic as those in government would be
answerable to the people they represent, not a bunch
of criminal unelected bankers.

He was allegedly rewarded by them
and is now a multimillionaire.

A brief history of debt
free currency.
1862 – American Civil War.
Abraham Lincoln is having a bad hair
day. His army is f*cked and so is his
economy! The Rothschilds will finance
the war at 27% interest!
Lincoln in an indirect way tells the
Rothschilds to sod off and then prints
debt free currency, “The Greenback!”
The economy booms and his army
wins the war! P*ssed off with this, the
Rothschilds hire John Wilkes Booth to
assassinate Lincoln. He does and
Rothschild friendly politicians scrap debt
free currency and plunge America into
massive unnecessary debt!
1914 – Britain, Outbreak of W.W.I.
Britain is near bankrupt. To save the day
Britain issues the “Bradbury” debt free
currency. The Rothschilds almost blow a
fuse and hurriedly get Lloyd George into
power in 1916. The Bradbury is
eventually quietly scrapped and Britain is
plunged into massive unnecessary debt.
1933 – Germany.
Germany boots out corrupt bankers, tells
the international money lenders to p*ss
off and prints its own debt free currency.
Germany goes from financial ruin to
economic boom almost overnight. In
1939 Britain, on behalf of the banks,
declares war on Germany using Poland
as an excuse. The real hidden reason for
the conflict is to stop Germany printing
debt free currency. The rest is history.
1963 – USA
President Kennedy gets debt free dollars
ready for circulation. He is assassinated
just two weeks prior to debt free currency
being issued. Johnson is sworn in and
immediately cancels the planned issuing
of debt free currency!

